identification of the score with what the music is' 5 çthat has dominated discourse and practice.
These developments have been vital in dislodging some stubborn preconceptions in the study of music. They also raise questions about what the role of notation in such a performance-based musicology might be. For many musicians, notation is an important aspect of their creative practice, but it is difficult to address its function because the traditional concept of notation is methodologically at odds with studying performance in the first place. Perhaps this is why studies of performers' creativity rarely address the role of notation in the practices under consideration. Formulated in reaction to the text-centredness of traditional music scholarship, the performative turn is often phrased in the oppositional terms of text versus act, product versus process, or music as noun versus music as verb. Yet a 'work' is not the same as a 'score' and vice versa: could it be the case that this opposition to musical notation is inhibiting a complete view of the creative process? In its opposition to work-centred thought, does this concomitant opposition to notation too readily accept the characterization of scores as 'determining' performance?
In this article we wish to soften binary oppositions such as text versus act by investigating how musicians engage with notation in two apparently contrasting musical practices. In particular, we investigate how annotations play a role in creative processes in rehearsal and performance. Score annotation is a widespread practice to the extent that it is rare to find a performer's part that does not contain them in some form. Performers spend varying degrees of time working with their scores, contributing additional markings, cues, and amendments, sometimes so much so that their working parts become 'elaborate hybrids' 6 that bear little resemblance to the original text. Annotations present a useful way of approaching the position of the score in the creative process, as they might be indicative of performers' working practices and formation of knowledge, as well as the negotiations of the hierarchies that traditionally pervade composer^performer relationships.
Musicians' additions to manuscripts have long been a focus of musicological interest; for example, the palaeographic study of manuscript fragments, palimpsests, and marginalia; investigations of compositional processes through the study of composers' sketches; and the use of performers' or conductors' performing materials as sources of evidence for performance practice. 7 Yet, there have been only two empirical investigations of annotations by contemporary performers. 8 Meghan Winget's taxonomy of annotations approached the practice as a form of information processing and aimed to create library tools for cataloguing purposes. 9 Coming somewhat closer to our present concerns, a short article by Linda Kaastra investigated annotation as a representational system within distributed cognition in ensemble coordination. 10 Although this work was only a small part of a larger study of performers' coordination, her focus on the 'dynamic interaction' between performer and score, where the latter is primarily conceptualized as a 'coordination device rather than a communicative artifact' suggests a performance-centred perspective that resonates with our own approach.
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Neither of these studies was concerned with creativity as such or with the wider implication of annotations for the ontology of the score.
We wish to argue for a positive function of notation within the creative process, not as the representation of an abstract structure but as a concrete material object, in order to move beyond a paradigm that opposes notated permanence to performed and/or improvised transience. Musical notation, in all its diversity, is ubiquitous and its presence extends well beyond the boundaries of Western classical music. Needless to say, writing and notation are indispensable tools for generating and disseminating knowledge. Is it possible to describe how scores can function as sources of creative knowledge for performers, while avoiding the discourse of 'reproduction' and its associated 'idea that performance means bringing out something that is already there in the score, composed into it and just waiting to be released by the performer'? 12 Moreover, can notation be understood not just as an object of cognition, but as an integral element of the forms of social and creative interactions that are now seen to characterize performance?
In order to consider these questions, we present case-study material from the two authors' respective research projects: Emily Payne's investigation of the creative processes of performance undertaken with contemporary clarinettists and their collaborators, and Floris Schuiling's work with the improvising collective the Instant Composers Pool Orchestra. Epistemologically and methodologically, both studies are situated within what Cook terms the 'ethnographic turn' in musical performance studies, 13 which is characterized by the employment of observational methods drawn from anthropology, allowing for a richer analysis of the attributes of live musicmaking and the experiences of those who make it. Such work acknowledges the contingency of performance on a variety of factors and demonstrates the importance of situating research in 'real-world' contexts.
14 Both studies were concerned with understanding the creative processes of performance in a distributed sense, drawing on methods of observation, interviews, and analysis of fieldwork recordings to compare how performers in these two different traditions engage with notation through a study of their markings on the scores they use. The former is an example of contemporary Western art music, where performers are often highly specialized in certain instruments and techniques, and regularly work together with composers in the preparation of a piece. The latter represents a different tradition, in which performers with a background in freely improvised music have started to use composed elements for the sake of stylistic diversity and to create novel creative possibilities.
In these two practices, the relation of notated material to the music in performance is very different, and so is the nature of rehearsal and preparation. In one, performers use notation as a basis for preparing a more or less 'definitive' version of that piece, while in the other a piece might be introduced into a variety of musical situations already taking place, and its performance might take very different forms in different circumstances. The annotations made by the musicians generally reflect these two different aims. These two examples, with their varying notions of a successful performance and of musical creativity, are by no means exhaustive of the different uses of notation that exist in the contemporary musical landscape. Still, such comparisons can help to highlight how performers relate to notated material, and what this can tell us about the role of notation in their creative processes. The differences between the two practices should not be exaggerated, however, since although our comparison of these ostensibly distinctive performance traditions is intended to open up the scope of our discussion of notation beyond the area of composed Western art music, the comparison of a 'score-based' performance practice with an 'improvisatory' one is simultaneously intended to complicate the assumptions that govern the use of these terms.
Our argument bears not only on how musical notation is conceptualized, but also on ideas of musical creativity, and in addition to musicological literature on notation and performance we draw on interdisciplinary work in creativity studies, particularly from cultural anthropology. In an essay entitled 'The Textility of Making', the anthropologist Tim Ingold criticizes the hylomorphism inherent in much thinking about creativity: the idea that to produce means to apply an already existing form to shapeless matter. 15 The work-concept as traditionally employed in musicology is a prime example of hylomorphic thinking, as it detaches and hypostasizes musical form from the materials that make it up. In an attempt to reverse this logic, Ingold uses the image of a weaver: the weaver does not shape threads into a pre-established form, but lets this form emerge by binding together separate threads. That is to say, even with a pre-established design, the process of making is not so much a matter of 'moulding' the material into shape, but of negotiating the motion and the tension of the threads, the various elements of the loom, and the particular characteristics of the fabric. What Ingold calls the 'textility'of creative practice is meant to shift attention to the materials used in creative work, and the 'tactile and sensuous knowledge of line and surface' that comes with handling them. 16 We propose an approach in which musical notation is understood not primarily as a formal model but as one of the materials with which musicians work. As a prime example of the change that the score can undergo in the creative process, we hope that a study of annotation will allow for a consideration of notation in its textility rather than its textuality. Such a focus includes elements of creative practice that might not be immediately striking in terms of novelty, but this does not mean that they should be taken for granted. As Ingold and Elizabeth Hallam have suggested, to understand creativity as necessarily breaking with an established tradition or convention is to 'read it backwards, in terms of its results, instead of forwards, in terms of the movements that gave rise to them'.
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A focus on the textility of creativity also bears on how improvisation is understood. Improvisation has been defined as 'the creation of a musical work, or the final form of a musical work, as it is being performed.' 18 Leaving aside the problematic use of the term 'work', a central argument of the performative turn has been that all music is to some extent created as it is being performed. 19 Clearly, this definition relies on a tacit clause that might read 'as opposed to being determined in the form of a composition or framework in advance'. This assumption is also visible in Nicholas Wolterstorff 's remark that 'a necessary condition of improvisation is that it not be the performance of a work', a point that he apparently feels needs no further argument. 20 The problem with such characterizations is that they are completely dependent on the 'workconcept' and its associated paradigm of performance-as-reproduction, to which improvisation can be seen to form a constitutive 'other'. 21 Improvisation is equated with innovation, which is equated with creativity. 22 To use Ingold and Hallam's terms, this understanding reads improvisation backwards rather than forwards.
Ingold and Hallam's arguments are representative of a broader anthropological interest in improvisation considered not so much as a categorically delineated activity, but rather as an element that inheres all forms of human behaviourçan interest partly inspired by Claude Levi-Strauss's distinction between 'engineering' and 'bricolage' as two approaches to practice. 23 As opposed to engineers' goal-oriented planning, bricoleurs make do with whatever is at hand and make novel combinations to achieve their present needs. 24 Annotation, as will be shown in our case studies below, suggests a way of working with music notation along the lines of bricolage rather than engineering, and thus indicates that there are forms of improvisation relevant to the creative process that are not incorporated in conventional understandings of the termçor are indeed antithetical to it.
By describing annotations as 'indicators' of the creative process we mean to highlight their function as what Charles Sanders Peirce would call 'indices', and indeed to emphasize the relation of our approach to these annotations to the basics of Peircean semiotics more generally. 25 The index is a sign that gains its signifying function through physical connection, contiguity, or a causal relation to its signifiedçother elements of his semiotics are the icon, which depends on structural similarities, and the symbol, which relates to its signified by convention. 26 The three terms do not so much represent different categories as different signifying functions that may be present to different degrees in any sign. Peircean semiotics in general, and the idea of the index in particular, has the advantage that it does not assume a categorical distinction between linguistic expressions and material objects, as Saussurean semiotics does. 27 Thus, these markings are less significant in terms of what they 'represent' but all the more in the way in which they are entangled in the practical processes of negotiation between musician, score, instrument, composer, fellow musicians, audience, and so on. 28 An important thread running through our discussion is the tension, briefly alluded to above, between the descriptive and prescriptive functions of notation, 29 each associated with their own respective ontology of music in terms of either product or process. These two functions are inextricable, as staff notation is usually both a 'prescription for action' 30 and a description of the sounding result. If music analysis has traditionally assumed the descriptive function to be the most important, the perspective of performance studies would seem to be best aligned with the prescriptive aspects, as it emphasizes the moment-to-moment creation of musical form rather than accepting it as already given in the score. However, the annotations that performers make frequently intervene in the descriptive aspect of notation, and it is this physical and tactile engagement with the descriptive side of music that reveals what the textility of music notation signifies. Cook tion of his heavily annotated performance materials and working manuscripts, which served as the basis for discussion of his relationships with composers. Some of the annotations were brightly coloured; some were so extensive that the original notation had become illegible to the extent that a replacement part was required. Above all, it was clear that annotations play a crucial role in Sheppard Sk×rved's creative practice, and serve a variety of purposes, as he articulated in the following comment: 'Some of the things we put on the part are entirely technical and far away from the compositional process; some are learning tools in order to try and assimilate the whole thing, so we have a grip on it.' 34 The metaphor of a performer 'having a grip on a piece' is suggestive of a sense of ownership on two levels: practically, in terms of the facility and skill required to have a technical understanding or 'hold' on the notation; and more subjectively, in terms of the performer's familiarity with and authority over the piece. Sheppard Sk×rved's distinction between the 'technical' and the 'compositional process' implies that the technical decisions a performer makes (such as choices relating to bowings or fingering configurations, for example) are separate from the decisions made by the composer, distinguishing the roles of performer and composer. Yet, as the following discussion suggests, technical and conceptual additions to the score can be understood as a way in which performers develop an intimacy with their material and take ownership of the music. In this way, they create the musical meaning in performance rather than bringing out a meaning already contained in the score.
The dual meaning of 'having a grip on a piece' serves as the point of departure for this case study, whose object of focus is a collaboration between the clarinettist Lucy Downer and the composer Nick Planas on a suite of five pieces called To My Father for basset clarinet and piano (2014). 35 Their interactions were documented from a first workshop meeting in October 2013, where Planas's compositional material was trialled for the first time, to the three rehearsals and premiere of the piece in March 2014. In addition, several interviews were undertaken with the participants throughout the process. A second perspective is provided by the clarinettist Margaret Archibald, who performed movements from the piece at around the same time as Downer. The case study provides an opportunity to examine the role of annotation during two stages of the collaboration: first, during the compositional workshop, in which various extended techniques were trialled; and second, during the rehearsal process when the performers were developing their familiarity with the material. The discussion considers how score annotation might be understood in terms of creative ownership within the hierarchies that traditionally structure composer^performer relationships, and at the micro-level interactions between performer and instrument, where the performer was literally getting to grips with the notation and her instrument.
Echoing the distinction that Sheppard Sk×rved makes between the technical and the compositional, Downer described her role in the collaboration as being largely practically directed, in terms of 'technically how to create what Nick wanted on the clarinet, rather than actually what to create in the first place'. 36 Planas's view seemed to correspond with Downer's, in that he came to their workshop with preconceived ideas for the composition, seeking to find out 'What was doable and what wasn't' 37 rather than inviting Downer to contribute her own compositional material. Planas is a flautist and 34 Peter Sheppard Sk×rved, 'Collaborate!', lecture given at the Royal Academy of Music, London, 9 Oct. 2012. 35 The titles of each movement are: 'Pastorale', 'Romance', 'Czardas', 'Clouds', and 'Calypso Finale'. 36 Interview with Nick Planas, 20 Mar. 2014. 37 Interview with Nick Planas, 26 Mar. 2014.
clarinettist himself and has composed for the clarinet on a number of occasions in the past, but, nevertheless, he expressed his reliance on Downer's knowledge of extended instrumental techniques for the movement 'Clouds' in particular, stating 'I know what I want to get but I don't know how to get it. So it'll be more a case of Lucy sitting in here going ''Well I could do this, or I could do that'' and me saying ''Yes I like that. No I don't like that''.' 38 As a consequence, their workshop was composer-led, and focused largely on considerations of technical detail. Planas sent Downer a 'trial sheet' for the movement, which presented working ideas for the basset clarinet part of 'Clouds'. Downer's interactions with this material open up questions of creative ownership within the collaboration. Before meeting with Planas, she had worked through the sheet and recorded her choices of microtonal fingerings for each note. An extract from her copy is shown in Example 1.
The trial sheet served two functions: first as a tool, both to ascertain whether Planas's sonic aim could be produced effectively and to act as a 'key' to learning the passages (Downer remarked that notating the fingerings helped her to remember them); it could also be understood as fulfilling the role of 'workbench', with the notation becoming an object of interaction between performer and composer in the collaborative process, and a means through which material was worked and reworked into a more complete state. Planas had provided some prescriptive indications for fingerings, such as the direction to raise the left-hand middle finger to execute the d Downer's annotations in Ex. 1 map her technical relationship to the material at the initial stages of preparing the piece for performance. Interestingly, later on in the workshop she advised Planas to leave out microtonal fingering suggestions, saying: 'Usually you'd expect to find them yourself. . . . The chances are someone else is going 38 Interview with Nick Planas, 25 July 2013. 39 Transcription of workshop, 00:16^00:17, 29 Oct. 2013. to look at that fingering and say ''Oh that doesn't work for me'' and ignore it anyway.' 40 As well as emphasizing the contingency of such techniques on the particular properties of the instrument and the individual practice of the performer, her suggestion that the fingering indications should be left out entirely so that other performers might find their own ways of realizing the music assumes the performer's creative agency from the very beginning of working with a score, which Downer seemed to regard as a totally obvious and unproblematic aspect of the performance process. In the example above, the notation was left open in the final version of the score so that each performer could interact with the score on his or her own terms.
Having examined the role of annotations in the creative engagement between Downer and Planas in the shaping of compositional material, the focus of the remainder of this section narrows to explore how annotations can be a means of problem-solvingçor 'learning tools', as Sheppard Sk×rved describes themçfor trying to understand the score's conceptual ambiguities and its practical implications for the performer's physical relationship to his or her instrument. After providing a brief description of the basset clarinet's distinctive mechanism, several examples of Downer's annotations in response to her less familiar instrumental setup are examined.
Planas's choice of instrument had immediate practical ramifications: Downer had not played the basset clarinet before and neither she nor Planas had access to an instrument until the second rehearsal, which took place two days before the premiere. The basset clarinet is an extended version of the standard soprano clarinet, and while EX. 1. Trial sheet for 'Clouds' (bb. 11^14) 40 Workshop, 29 Oct. 2013. their designs are largely similar, 41 Downer was compelled to adapt her skilled practice to the less familiar aspects of its interface, the most striking of which are the additional keys on the lower joint to increase the lower range by four semitones, from e to c.
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While this supplementary keywork does not appear to be a radical departure from that of its predecessor, it alters the way that the performer interacts with the instrument in subtle yet significant ways. The keywork for the notes e, f, f # , and g # is usually consistentacross all models of soprano clarinet: four keys for the right-hand little finger, with three corresponding keys for the left-hand little finger. The ability to manoeuvre fluently around these keys, using configurations of the right-and left-hand fingers in an alternating pattern, is an elementary yet integral aspect of clarinet technique. 43 Different models of basset clarinet, however, do not have this uniformity, 44 meaning that the configuration of duplicate keys for the left and right little fingers at the bottom end of the instrument can vary significantly from instrument to instrument. As a consequence, certain sequences of notes that might easily be accomplished on some instruments can only be achieved on others by the performer 'sliding' or 'jumping' the little finger from one key to another on the same side of the instrument, which at faster tempos can disrupt the flow of the passage and compromise the efficiency of the action. 45 On encountering such sequences the performer must therefore reconfigure what would usually be a very routine and automated action.
The primary performative challenges that Downer encountered in preparing To My Father related to the basset clarinet's mechanism. The c # and e b keys are located on the right-hand side of this particular instrument, with the c # key activated by the righthand thumb on the underside of the instrument. This meant that some passages could not be accomplished by using the conventional alternating fingering patterns discussed above. Downer articulated the technical difficulties that the keywork presented:
I suppose the obvious [technical challenge] would be all the extra notes, the e b , d, c # , and c, because I didn't know where they were going to be on the instrument. They weren't quite the same as on my bass and I didn't have the alternatives that I'm used to on my bass either. I didn't have an alternative a b , and c # was on the same side as e b , whereas on my bass it was on the back with the c. So having to learn where they were, so when I went for c # I was accidentally getting c[$] because I was used to that being where it was. 46 For Downer, it was not so much a case of having to learn new notes, but that her physical perception of where the notes^^or perhaps more importantly, combinations of notes^^lay on the instrument had been obscured. What David Sudnow has described as the expert performer's sense of 'perfect familiarity' 47 with his or her instrument was disrupted, and Downer had to adapt her embodied patterns of fingerings, 42 It should be acknowledged that a longer period of rehearsal time with the instrument certainly would have diminished some of the problems that Downer encountered, but the time constraints heightened the urgency for her to re-orientate her approach. 43 Certain models, for instance those in the Buffet Prestige range, include a fourth duplicate g # /a b key on the left-hand side. 44 The reason for this variation is that modern basset clarinets were originally developed by extending existing 19th-c. instruments from both German and French makers. 45 Problematic little-finger combinations on the clarinet are discussed further in Philip Rehfeldt, New Directions for Clarinet (2nd edn., Berkeley, 1994) acquired and internalized over years of practice, to this new and less ergonomic performance situation. As a consequence, she had to direct more conscious attention to the actions of her fingers in order to develop new movements with which she was less familiar. This attention is rendered visible by Downer's annotations in response to three instances of problematic little-finger combinations occurring in 'Clouds'. For example, during section I 48 there is a demisemiquaver figure comprising 
Downer annotated her copy of the score with reminders that the e b and the f b are both on the right-hand side, the d$ is on the left-hand side, and the d b is on the righthand side. Two bars later a similar figure is indicated, moving from d$ to e b to c # to f b to c$. Again, Downer's fingers had to jump from right-hand e b to right-hand c # . This is followed two bars later by a passage that includes a jump from right-hand e b to righthand a b (Ex. 3), as well as an accelerando, indicated by the feathered beaming over the notes.
Here, the solution Downer developed prioritized the execution of the notes at the expense of the phrasing and tempo, rearticulating the notes that occurred on the same hand, which although breaking the slur that Planas has indicated, allowed her to execute the note more 'cleanly'. The annotated arrows in the above example correspond to her decision to play these figures at a slower tempo in order to execute them more effectively: the reversed arrow reminds her to delay the accelerando until she reaches the particularly awkward a b .
In considering the relationship between a performer and a less familiar instrument interface, Margaret Archibald's perspective on preparing the pieces for performance EX 
Here Planas's notated turns have been transcribed graphically, with the 'R' in the first two bars acting as a reminder to Archibald to place her little finger on the righthand c #00 key from the beginning of the bar (indicated by the horizontal line), in order to achieve a smooth transition to the upper register. For Archibald, illustrating the turn in this way communicated the required gesture more effectively than reading the original notation, and allowed her to direct her focus to the physicality of shaping the turns without needing to read the individual pitches. In this way, the visual dimension of the score influenced her temporal shaping of the figures. Indeed, she commented to Planas: 'If it were written as a turn, you'd play it faster. . . . It's because you think ''Oh my god I've got to get all of those notes in'', so visually it looks as if it ought to be slower.' 49 Like Downer, Archibald indicated the required coordination of the right-and lefthand little fingers in passages such as bar 61 of the 'Czardas' movement as the melody swoops down to the lower register of the instrument, but she also included arrows as reminders of the direction her fingers needed to move in, prompts that she described as 'sat nav stuff ' to assist with navigating the 'geography' of the instrument's keywork (Ex. 5).
50 Archibald described the arrows as reminding her The arrows are an instance of gestural reinterpretation of the visual relation to musical notation. These kinds of indications will be familiar to most musicians, but while they might be a widespread and everyday aspect of a performer's practice, they point towards the highly refined physical relationship between performers and their instruments, which is usually taken for granted. Although it is likely that Downer and Archibald's annotations became redundant by the point of public performance, they illustrate the ways in which they both grappled with the less-familiar properties of their instruments, negotiating their musical knowledge and their embodied relationships to their instrument. Comparison of the experiences of Downer and Archibald shows that performance involves not merely engaging with the material properties of one's tools in a habitual manner, but continually adapting embodied knowledge according to the challenges that arise in the moment of performance. In sum then, the annotations employed by Downer and Archibald in To My Father can be understood as making explicit the implicit, or 'tacit', forms of knowledge that constitute music-making: both the negotiations of territory between composers and performers and the bodily negotiations of instrumental interaction.
CASE STUDY 2: THE INSTANT COMPOSERS POOL ORCHESTRA
The kinds of annotations discussed in the first case study will be familiar to plenty of musicologists. The use of notations in the context of improvised music, however, especially their particular use by the Instant Composers Pool (ICP) Orchestra, may require some explanation. As the group's name suggests, with its definition of improvisation in terms of 'instant composition', a central aspect of their musical aesthetic outlook is the questioning of the distinction between composition and improvisation. Part of this questioning is the use of a repertory of stylistically varied compositions that use different notational strategies and compositional indeterminacies to explore different kinds of opportunities for improvisation and interaction in performance. Moreover, the musicians improvise not only within certain specified parameters, but also with these compositions themselves, as they may start a new piece at any point, juxtapose and combine different pieces, and freely improvise transitions between them.
As such, the ICP's practice subverts the assumption that the notation is a controlling force that constrains the performers' creativity. ICP Orchestra's saxophonist Tobias Delius argues instead that a free improvisation may get stuck in a particular idiom and that the notated pieces allow for more diversity:
Many people say that improvisation can be too chaotic and then there is the 'guiding hand' of the composer or a piece to bring some sense of structure, but I think it's the other way around. The purpose of the written material is to disrupt a 'nice flow' of improvisation. It can create more anarchy than improvisation sometimes. . . .The compositions play their own part.
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Delius points out the importance of constraints in the creative process, of being challenged when a 'flow' 53 encounters some form of resistance, and he suggests that the pieces in the repertory play an important role in this group dynamic, as they allow the group effectively to disrupt the direction of a musical situation.
The ICP Orchestra is based in Amsterdam and was founded in 1967 by the pianist and composer Misha Mengelberg, the drummer Han Bennink, and the reed player and composer Willem Breuker. The group still performs regularly, making it one of the longest consistently performing groups in improvised music, and one of the central groups in the genre. Like many other European improvising groups, they have a background in free jazz, by which they were inspired but from which they wanted simultaneously to keep a certain distance because they recognized its entanglement with African-American identity politics. 54 They also have a historical connection to contemporary European art music; Mengelberg was a composer educated in serialist composition at the conservatoire of The Hague, and Breuker, who left the ICP in 1973, became a prolific composer for his own collective as well as various performers, 52 Interview with Tobias Delius, 31 Jan. 2013. ensembles, and orchestras for contemporary art music. Many others of the ICP's current and former members have a history in either or both genres.
The material presented here is part of a larger study of the current performance practice of the ICP, which also includes a historical account of the group's prehistory and development. Ethnographic fieldwork included attendance at and recording of numerous performances and rehearsals of the group, as well as various interviews with its musicians, using both semi-structured interview techniques and stimulated recall methods employing previously recorded video and audio material. The primary aim of this project was to describe the role of the ICP repertory, which was mainly composed by Mengelberg, as a source of creativity in the improvised performances of the group. The idea of performance as 'reproduction' is clearly inapplicable in this practice, which requires a different understanding of the function of notation.
The term 'instant composition' expresses Mengelberg's conviction that improvisation and composition involve the same forms of musical thinking and that only the production process differs. This definition of improvisation in terms of 'instant composition' also meant that written compositions were not treated as antithetical to the group's improvisatory ethos, but were an integral part of their performance practice. 55 Although Mengelberg had been writing material for the ICP since its foundation, the use of compositions as found in the ICP Orchestra today can be traced back to the duo performances of Mengelberg and Bennink in the 1970s, after Breuker had left the group. This duo improvised not in what Derek Bailey would call a 'non-idiomatic' manner, but precisely by alternating various idioms in the course of an improvisation.
56 Indeed, they became particularly well known for their musical interaction, which was not so much geared towards collaboration but could equally be antagonistic, as the negotiation of such idioms often included the subversion or sabotage by one musician of what the other was playing.
In the late 1970s the ICP developed from a loose collective of musicians into the ICP Orchestra, although line-ups would continue to change. 57 For this group Mengelberg started to create a large-scale repertory that enabled a performance practice that was similar to the iconoclastic practice of the ICP duo, but which would be suitable for a larger group of musiciansçindeed, Mengelberg and Bennink have claimed that many of the ICP pieces originated in their improvisations. This repertory includes arrangements of standards by Thelonious Monk, Herbie Nichols, and Duke Ellington, jazz pieces by Mengelberg himself, graphic scores, mobile form compositions, atonal chamber music, stylized dances like can-cans, rumbas, and waltzes, and songs and incidental music for theatre productions in the 1970s and 1980s drawing on the work of Weill and Eisler. More recently, other musicians in the group have started to compose for the group as well. Today, the ICP musicians each have a folder containing a number of these pieces from the repertory, which they bring to concerts and rehearsals. 55 This embrace of compositional elements has a particular significance because of the ICP's cultural position between free jazz and contemporary art music, and also because of their involvement in the countercultural politics in Dutch music around 1970. See Robert Adlington, Composing Dissent: Avant-garde Music in 1960s Amsterdam (New York, 2013), 97^136.
56 Derek Bailey, Improvisation: Its Nature and Practice in Music (2nd edn., London, 1992; repr. New York, 1993), p. xii. 57 During Schuiling's fieldwork, the group consisted of Misha Mengelberg, Han Bennink, Ernst Glerum (bass), Tristan Honsinger (cello), Mary Oliver (violin and viola), Wolter Wierbos (trombone), Ab Baars (tenor saxophone and clarinet), Tobias Delius (tenor saxophone and clarinet), Michael Moore (alto saxophone and clarinet), and Thomas Heberer (trumpet). Mengelberg, who was increasingly suffering from dementia, decided to stop performing shortly after Schuiling had concluded his fieldwork. The group played without him for some time, sometimes asking local improvising pianists to play with them, such as Guus Janssen in the Netherlands, Steve Beresford in the United Kingdom, or Aki Takase in Japan. Janssen recently replaced Mengelberg as the ICP's standard pianist.
No one folder is alike; not only may different musicians have different versions of the same piece, over the years every musician has lost his or her copy of a piece at some point. 58 This means that the copies in the musicians' folders have usually been copied quite often, resulting in low-resolution images (as is evident in the examples below), or even titles and notes falling off the page.
Shortly before each set, a set list is made by one or two musicians containing a varied selection of this large repertory. Apart from the composed repertory, every set list will contain several free group improvisations by two to five musicians, and occasionally a conducted improvisation. The ideal for a set is to play it in its entirety, improvising transitions between items on the set list, thus creating an improvised collage of a selection of the ICP repertory. This way of working requires a conception of the pieces in their repertory as fluid rather than static objectsçin terms of bricolage rather than engineering. The trumpeter Thomas Heberer describes them as follows:
I assume the first guy that did this stuff really aggressively was maybe Charles Mingus, who of course comes from Duke Ellington, so there obviously is a connection . . . I've seen that with quite a few of Misha's pieces. They are often very interesting in this regard because on the surface they look very . . . not demanding and simplistic but then there's like all sorts of options internally which make them fantastic vehicles for improvisation because they are almost like a modular machine, you can see them from so many angles.
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Heberer's reference to modular machines, a programming term for software that uses interchangeable parts rather than a single, inflexible monolithic system, implies that these pieces can fulfil multiple purposes and are adaptable to a particular environment. Delius, who was quoted above as saying that the ICP pieces participate rather than dominate in their performances, emphasizes the importance of these pieces for the stylistic diversity and unpredictability of their music:
I have heard groups that improvise, you know, sure, but there is a clear consensus on what they are about. To put it crudely, this is a loud energy kind of band, or here it's very subtle and about small sounds, and that can be very interesting, but I find it much more interesting if you do not really know. . . . So with respect to musical form, some groups have clear models they work with, but I'm more interested in how are we going to get this ship back to shore, or on the rocks or whatever. It can be great being in a situation where you feel very comfortable, but it is very important not to be comfortable sometimes. 60 In both Heberer and Delius's comments, a position is formulated vis-a' -vis jazz history; connections are claimed to Mingus and Ellington, while the ICP is distinguished from other groups in improvised music. Of course, the ICP has itself cultivated a particular style, of which the rapid stylistic changes form an important marker, and the connection to Mingus and Ellington is partly a matter of rhetoric, especially considering that the ICP occupies what many would consider a fringe position in the jazz tradition. Still, both musicians describe the pieces in the group's repertory not as 'models' that structure and homogenize a performance, but as more flexible materials that con-58 It may be important to note that Mengelberg almost never made parts for the musicians, but always gave them full scores, and, of the other musicians composing for the group, only Heberer and Moore make parts, but not always. Furthermore, apart from Heberer, Moore, and Glerum, all the members of the ICP still write their music by hand. 59 Interview with Thomas Heberer, 1 Feb. 2013. 60 Interview with Tobias Delius, 21 Feb. 2012. tribute to the heterogeneity of creative possibilities, and Heberer's connection to Ellington and Minugs suggests that such a perspective may help to understand the nature of composing for improvisers more generally.
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Heberer and Delius describe a practice in which notated music is embedded in a musical practice based on improvisation, caught up in an improvisatory flow. As Heberer mentions, most of the compositions are quite easy to play from a technical point of view. This tendency, coupled with the fact that the musicians are not working towards a definitive version for performance, means that there are comparatively few marginalia in their scores. Some of the more common ones include circling one's part, making formal indications (arrows to the next section, deleting sections, etc.), or transposing chord changes. Still, the ICP's repertory is central to their way of working and to the forms of creativity inherent in their performance practice, albeit in a very different way from that seen in the previous case study. Just as in the case of contemporary clarinet performance, the annotations found in the ICP's scores are indicative of their particular way of working. A closer look at some of them will make this clear.
Example 6 shows the score of Kneushoorn ('Krhinoceros' [sic]). Although at first glance the piece may look closed, in the sense that it has been fully notated and thus might seem to indicate a rather rigid and inflexible form, each part stands more or less on its own, and the musicians can start and stop playing as it progresses, creating different instrumentations and textures. The musicians also often play with the rhythm of the piece; Mary Oliver and Tristan Honsinger, who play the cello part EX. 6. Wierbos's copy of Kneushoorn, with 'Begin F' in the margins together on viola and cello respectively, will cue each other to play irregular entries of their part. In this way the seemingly closed form becomes a tool for the musicians to play with and challenge each other. A performance of the piece may last from three up to five minutes, or even longer.
Kneushoorn thus gives a good first impression of the improvisatory approach to scores found in the ICP, showing a model of improvisation not opposed to the use of scores, but conceived of rather in terms of bricolage, disassembling and assembling the 'modules' of the score in the course of performance. This applies not just to the context of performance itself, but also to the longer term as pieces change through time: most obviously, the line-up of the group has changed since the piece was composed; not only is there an extra viola in the group, but the trumpet part on the second stave (the main melody of the piece) was given to Wolter Wierbos to play on trombone at some point and Heberer plays along with the accompaniment in staves 3 and 4çthis may be because the ICP never really had a regular trumpet player before Heberer joined the group, and since they play this piece quite often it may have been easier just to have Wierbos always play the melody.
Because of these changes, and because of the way in which the piece is performed, Wierbos wrote 'begin F' on his copy, making it possible for him to play the rest of this simple melody by ear without having to transpose the trumpet part (trombones are not transposed, despite being tuned in the key of B flat). This is particularly useful in such a context where it is important to be able quickly to play a new phrase yet where the concentration of musicians cannot be focused exclusively on the score. Hence, although this particular marking may seem insignificant, it indicates how the scores function in the practice of the ICP, and how Wierbos's engagement with the score can be characterized as a process of 'weaving' the piece into practice.
A second example is from a more complex score. Example 7 is taken from Boenwas, a composition by the tenor saxophonist Ab Baars. It shows position markings added to the score by Wierbos. When Schuiling was discussing the piece with Baars and took out the copy he had made of Wierbos's part earlier on, Baars said: 'Is this Wolter's part? Oh . . . funny, I see all these things here that I hadn't expected from him . . . !' When asked what he meant, he half-jokingly replied, 'that's none of your business!'. 62 Clearly, such scribbling has a degree of intimacy about it^^that is not to say that Wierbos's annotations are very dear him, but simply that they are a way of personally negotiating this material. Yes, it's in B major. WW Well, that doesn't mean much to me. I just have difficulty reading lots of sharps and there are four . . . no five here. An A sharp for instance, I really have to think about that and you know it's just a B flat! So if I just notate the slide positions it saves me the trouble. Also, I seem to remember Michael wrote this arrangement because somebody requested it, and we only had one brief play-through, not even a rehearsal so I had to make sure I was able to play it quickly. I was quite thorough with it though! 63 Wierbos, together with Bennink, is one of two current ICP musicians who never had any formal training in music, and the knowledge of his horn positions is more obvious to him than the more abstract concept of 'being in B major'. The positions, read in combination with the written notes, allow him to sightread the piece without having to worry about the alterations, which are particularly tricky on a trombone because of the aforementioned discrepancy between the instrument's fundamental and its notation. As such, the markings are suggestive of Wierbos's thinking about the connection between his embodied knowledge of his instrument and the more abstract representation of these notes on the page. Interestingly, he has marked every note in the score like this, even if a note had already appeared a number of times before. At some point, it seems, these position markings were no longer solutions to a problem, but an exercise undertaken for its own sake to gain a familiarity with his part as well as his instrumentçor rather, of negotiating the relation between them.
The above examples show how Wierbos's annotations serve to gain more familiarity with this written repertory. However, the notion of the score as a material entityç rather than a representation of a static abstract object ('the work')çto which such markings attest also plays a role during ICP performances, not just in rehearsal. This is where the distinction between not only improvised and rehearsed performance, but also the practice of annotation and the engagement with notation more generally, becomes particularly blurred. Even though many pieces have an open form, making it easier for musicians to improvise transitions, the performers still frequently directly intervene in the notated score during the performance. Example 9 shows the score of Kehang ('Kallpaper' [sic]) as used by the ICP today. This particular version is written again for an older line-up of the group, with only one tenor saxophone and no trumpet player. This score was copied from the folder of the violinist and violist Oliver, but its provenance is unclear. The violist Maurice Horsthuis left the ICP in the late 1980s, and Heberer became a full-time member only in 1993. The handwriting suggests that the alto saxophone player Moore transcribed the viola part for the trumpeter Heberer to make it more easily legible, both underneath the viola part and again at the bottom of the page. The transcription of this part contains a mistake, as the b b in the second bar becomes a b$çMengelberg presumably left out the flat sign because he thought it was obviousçbut in the trumpet part it becomes a notated c #0 , creating a raised fifth in what otherwise was a regular major-seventh chord.
Additional markings like these do not just reflect changing instrumentations, but are frequently used as a source of musical ideas in performance. The motif in x-shaped note heads in the box at the bottom of the score of Kehang is usually used to enter the piece. Although the notation seems to imply that the strings improvise while the brass players repeat this motif, this is no longer common practice, and the large arrow to the box suggests that all musicians play just the motif rather than what was originally written in this bar. The motifçwhich because of its musical shape is easily recognizableçis repeated and spreads out over the group, and after a cue the head is played. However, this is only the basic idea, and the musicians usually think of more elaborate ways of making such transitions. At one concert, in Antwerp on 18 February 2012, Mengelberg, Honsinger, and Bennink were improvising together using motivic and harmonic ideas taken from the previous piece on the set list which had segued into a free improvisation.
On a cue given by Moore, the brass musicians play the ' Kehang motif ' once, a clear signal to the other musicians that they want to start a transition to this piece. Oliver repeats this motif, while Bennink, who had up to that point been providing some background colour for the interaction between Honsinger and Mengelberg, starts setting up a change in texture and indicating a pulse by playing clear accents and drum fills. Baars then points his finger to the wobbly lines in the tenor and trombone parts in bar 10. The brass musicians are always positioned next to each other on stage, with Bennink on drums in the middle and the strings and piano on the opposite side of the stage, and so they can see what is on each other's music stands. The wobbly lines are interpreted as a graphic score by the other brass musicians who play trills. Now Mengelberg starts playing along with the accents provided by Bennink. Baars points to the downward arrow between bar 10 and the rhythmic motif, which is again interpreted as a graphic instruction by the other brass players, and is played as a downward glissando. Oliver, who is on the other side of the stage and so cannot see where they point, plays the motif again, and Honsinger plays a variation on it. Baars then points to the first three notes of the trumpet part that has been added to the score, and slowly waves his flat hand up and down, a gesture indicating to the other horn players to play these notesçincluding the mistakeçsoftly and slowly (at sounding pitch c 0^b b^b $; Wierbos harmonizes e^d^c # below), creating a sense of expectation after the clear accents before. Oliver joins them in playing long notes, while Bennink plays a drum roll and Mengelberg a trill. Then the horn section starts repeating the main motif and on a cue by Moore they start playing the head of Kehang. Such interaction and collaborative creation of musical shape and expectation requires very close concentration, trust, and an almost telepathic sense of each other's intentions. Some of the musicians in the horn sectionçWierbos, Baars, Mooreçhave been playing together in this band for over thirty years, and are very attuned to each other.
The Kehang example shows how a combination of annotations, markings, nondiastematic symbols, and regular notation is used by the musicians to explore new creative possibilities in performance, giving further weight to the idea that improvisation is not necessarily opposed to the use of notation by any means. It may be thought that such examplesçand indeed the further role of annotation on ICP scoresçare very particular to the practice that the ICP has developed as a group. In part, this underscores our metaphor that making annotations is a matter of 'weaving' the score into practice, as different practices will create different considerations in making and using annotations. For further comparison, we turn to joint reflection on our case studies.
ITINERARY (AN)NOTATION

Distributed Creativity
In several of the above examples, both the changes that musicians make in the score and the process of making these changes are an important part of the creative process. Certain notational ambiguities in To My Father such those in the trial sheet (Ex. 1 above) became a source of interaction between performer and composer during the workshop. The performer's personal relationship to and sense of ownership of the material is clearly visible in Downer's assertion that Planas's fingering indications might not be suitable for other performers, who will need to spend time working with the material in order to develop their own relationships with it. In the case of Kehang, the changes in the score are indicative of long-and short-term developments in the ICP's creative practice. The changing line-up of the group, particularly when they settled on Heberer halfway through the 1990s after working with several other trumpeters, made it necessary to create a trumpet part for him. Within a shorter time-frame, the musicians' attempts to find different ways into the piece, creating different motifs and musical cues by interpreting various parts of the score as graphic scores, shows how such interventions in the score can be used as a creative tool in the course of performance itself.
As the musicians we have described develop their creative knowledge of playing techniques and sound ideals, or decide that certain elements of the score are too vague, can be simplified, or altogether deleted, the markings they make function as indexes of this development of creative knowledge (besides any iconic or symbolic function they may have in representing the contents of the ideas thus developed). Alfred Gell used Peirce's concept to develop a general anthropological theory of artistic production. Tracing the relations between different artistic products, he proposed that the oeuvre of a single artist can be considered a 'distributed object', in which creative knowledge, skills, and social relations are distributed across time and spaceçthis is the primary inspiration for Born's use of the concept of 'distributed creativity'. 64 One of Gell's main examples is the preparatory sketches of painters, or more precisely the work of Marcel Duchamp, in which there is no clear distinction between preparatory sketch and resulting work. This perspective has affinities with our discussion of score markings, and we propose the index as a useful tool to theorize their relationship to the performer's creative development.
Ingold nevertheless criticizes Gell insofar as he 'can conceive of action only as an effect set in train by an agent', 65 which Ingold considers a remnant of the hylomorphic model of creativity. Rather than a process of iteration, the repeated application of the same idea in a number of instances, the textility of making is a process of itineration.
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That is to say, it is not defined by the individual points but by the movement between them. The markings do not just 'reflect' the cognitive process but may in turn stimulate new ideas. Attending to the indexicality of these markings is thus not to see them as an outcome of practical creative considerations, but to see the externalization of these considerations itself as a part of the creative process. In other words, it is through the process of distribution that creativity is developed. Born comments on Gell's notion of distribution that '[t]he art object has a kind of career; it changes not only via its changing interpretation in performance and reception, but it can change even in its very physical form'.
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For Gell, this distributed object also serves to mediate a distributed agency, and both Kehang and To My Father illustrate that musicians make these annotations as a way to assert their agency as performers or to develop possibilities for action. In Kehang, for example, the reinterpretation of certain signs mediates the interaction between the horns, and simultaneously gives them a way to take control of the musical situation by guiding the transition into a new piece. In the case of 'Clouds', Downer's annotations interrogate the material and assert her creative authority, but they also trace her embodied relationship with her instrument, suggesting that part of a performer's sense of ownership over the music is achieved through finding one's own gestural relationship to the notation. Downer's presence in the work is thus subtly tangible in the final score of 'Clouds' through her reworkings of Planas's instructions to make them more effective. While in interview she downplayed her role as merely practical, her input into shaping the score ultimately had greater significance than she acknowledged. Moreover, Downer's perspective on notational practices raised questions concerning performers' negotiation of creative ownership in working with notation.
Problem-solving and Problem-finding Our observation about the itineracy of scores, and the importance of externalizing creative ideas for developing those ideas, leads to our second point, which elaborates on the process of working out how to approach a problem. Wierbos's tromboneposition indications in Examples 7 and 8 above are only partly evidence of solving problems in an explicit sense. The amount of markings he made is well beyond that necessary to solve the problem of reading the five sharps and many of them are thus redundant. This suggests that part of the reason for making them was to develop an intimacy with his material.
Problem-solving has been a dominant focus within creativity research. 68 In his work on group creativity, Keith Sawyer 69 identifies problem-finding as a collective and emergent process in group improvisation, in contrast to the problem-solving that is required when working with the 'well-specified' problem of a score, that is, 'to perform the piece accurately and with an appropriate interpretation'. 70 By contrast, Richard Sennett, speaking of craftsmanship, has suggested that an integral element of a practitioner's engagement with material is the ability to problem-find as well as to problemsolve through a 'dialogue between concrete practices and thinking'. 71 For Sennett, solving and finding are inextricable. Sometimes, on encountering a problem, practitioners might explore their material, getting to know all its details ('identifying with it') in order to solve it; but sometimes they seek problems in order to develop a closer relationship to their material. 72 Creative processes of performance share aspects of both of these activities, and they are demonstrated in several of the examples above.
According to Sennett, this opening up of/to material also translates to human interaction, which is clear in Downer's annotated fingering chart (Ex. 1 above), where the score functions as a means through which composer and performer interact. Kehang has a similar kind of 'workbench' function, only during performance and among performers, as the musicians deconstruct and reinterpret aspects of the score as part of their improvisatory practice. Such reinterpretation can also be seen as a form of problem-finding, and it builds a familiarity with the score, particularly among the performers. In an interview, Delius described the practice of interpreting particular aspects of the sheet music as graphic scores as 'a little banal', adding, however, that 'when you try it in another group you notice it's not as obvious as you think!'
73 Both examples show how notation can work to give performers a co-creative role, engaging with the material on their own terms, according to the circumstances of performance.
Prescription and Description
The final point we would like to discuss is the dual function of music notation as a description of sound and a prescription for its production by musicians. At the beginning of our discussion of the first case study, we mentioned the remark made by Sheppard Sk×rved that performers' markings are more 'technical' than 'compositional', and we suggested that such markings can be inextricably intertwined with aesthetic consideration, and can often be considered as parts of the creative process. The continuity of the descriptive and prescriptive aspects of notation is particularly apparent in two examples discussed above. Archibald's markings in 'Czardas' (Ex. 4 above) interpret the various turns present in the musical material as gestures. This serves to simplify them, and thus make them more immediately legible. There are two points to draw from this: first, the turns are primarily a gesture, with their pitches and intervals functioning as secondary considerations; what is more, the movement that defines these turns is not just apparent in the experience of these sounds, but also relates directly to Archibald's physical experience of playing them. This is even more apparent in Ex. 5, where similar markings serve to navigate her finger movements on her clarinet keys. Archibald's description of these markings as a 'map' illustrates their dual function as visualizations and prescriptions for physical behaviour. In the ICP case study, the interpretation of various aspects of the notation as 'graphic scores' similarly exemplifies the blurred boundary between description and prescription: Baars uses a hand gesture to indicate tempo and dynamics to his fellow performers, and there is no categorical dif- 70 ference between such a gesture and the interpretation of the downward line as a downward glissando.
Cook's metaphor of the 'two sides of the musical fabric' is a reference to Maurice Merleau-Ponty's suggestion that 'Like the weaver, the writer works on the wrong side of his material. He has to do only with language, and it is thus that he suddenly finds himself surrounded by meaning.' 74 This is a fitting description of the itinerary character of performers' markings, one that complements our metaphor of annotation as a form of weaving and highlights the close connection between compositional and 'merely' technical concerns. Merleau-Ponty's advocacy to 'rid our minds of the idea that our language is the translation or cipher of an original text' is comparable to Cook's criticism of 'the idea that performance means bringing out something that is already there in the score, composed into it and just waiting to be released by the performer'. 75 Both oppose the idea that description is a matter of the representation of a prior, abstract idea that remains invulnerable to the practical considerations that characterize the creative process. Instead of such a representational understanding of the descriptive aspects of notation, we might propose a performative understanding in the sense that Judith Butler has theorized: a representation that creates what it represents. 76 Although the examples presented in this essay are drawn from two distinctive performance traditions with notations of varying 'specificity', annotations function in both as traces of the complex relationships that performers develop with their materials. Most obviously, both show annotation playing a role in performers' developing musical relationships in a number of ways: negotiating their musical knowledge, their embodied relationship to their instrument, and their own creative agency and ownership of the music. Much more than expressions of a performer's structural understanding of a piece, or even of a performer's understanding of how to play such structures, annotations are ways of imaginatively negotiating the wide variety of practical considerations that make up the creative process.
As mentioned at the outset, a corollary of musicology's performative turn is an increased attention to musical improvisation. This rapidly growing body of scholarship has formed one of the main counter-arguments against the hylomorphic work-centred tradition, as it facilitates the study of musical performance exclusively in terms of the 'spur-of-the-moment' interaction between performing musicians without the ideological demand of 'truth' to a composer or a work. Indeed, composed material has sometimes been described as being detrimental to the 'true spirit' of improvised music. In his classic work on improvisation in music, Bailey writes:
Whether reading music is a disadvantage to an improvisor [sic] is a question which gets quite a lot of discussion amongst improvising musicians. . . .There is an unmistakable suspicion that the acquisition of reading skill in some way has a blunting effect in improvising skills, an acceptance that these are very often two things which do not go together. So, of course, in musics where there isn't an 'accurate' notation system, that possible problem, or distraction, disappears. But more important than the removal of a possible inhibition or contrary discip-line from the performer is the fact that the absence of a music writing/reading tradition gets rid of the composer. 77 Expressing a similar antipathy to notation, Sawyer, in discussing group creativity, writes that collective improvisation is the 'purest form of group creativity, a Weberian ideal type'. 78 The implication of this statement seems to be, as it is in Bailey's, that notation makes the music of groups 'impure', impeding social interaction, the agency of the performers, and hence the possibility of creativity itself.
In the introduction, we suggested that such an understanding of improvisation, as evidenced in the statements of Bailey and Sawyer, was itself dependent on the workconcept. According to this conception, improvisation is associated with creativity and performing with a score is limited to reproduction, the result of which is that improvisation (equated with orality and novelty) is seen as more creatively 'authentic' than performing with a score. In the case of the ICP, it is evident that the use of scores is in no way antithetical to an improvisatory practice, and in the case of To My Father improvisation was inherent in the creative process even when working towards a 'definitive' performance of a piece. Moreover, rather than impeding their agency, scores provide musicians with a source of creative action.
These observations lead to the question of how working with the score not only builds a familiarity with it, but also is a process of personal development and acquiring a sense of ownership. There is a sense of the performers asserting their authority over the music, reclaiming the musical material and demonstrating their expertise. In this way, the score becomes a territory on which the performer's markings are evidence of a tightening up of ownership of the piece. This way of working is indicative of the limitations of notation: an extra 'layer' of labour on the part of the performer is needed in order to clarify or to realize the music. This last point is suggestive of a broader ethical imperative, so that, as Cook has argued, 'the score scripts a process of personal development, a form of Bildung'. 79 Nevertheless, it is important not to overemphasize the ubiquity of annotation. Some musicians choose not to annotate their manuscripts, which we do not suggest demonstrates a lack of creative engagement on their part. Indeed, annotations are just one manifestation of itineracy that musicians exercise. The itinerative character of musical performance is embodied in the performer's attentive engagement with his or her materials and fellow musicians, for example, in the fine tuning of the relationship between body and instrument to achieve the necessary fluency to execute a complex musical phrase, or in the learning of new musical and professional roles in playing in various formations over the course of a musical career. The musical result of such engagements can never be guaranteed, and will varyçeither minutely, or in more significant waysçeach time, and as a consequence, no work is ever finished: itineracy lies in the processes of performance rather than the outcome.
This final point brings us back to the work-concept, since the continuing opposition of improvisation and score-based performance relies on an iterative conception of music that focuses on outcomes rather than creative processes. We have suggested that the growing interest in the social life of objects may constitute an opportunity to give 77 Bailey, Improvisation, 10^11. Coincidentally, Bailey played frequently with the ICP, especially during the 1970s. 78 Sawyer, Group Creativity, 14. 79 Cook, Beyond the Score, 285. notation a place within such processes, 80 not as a platonic ideal that determines or supervises performance, pace Born, but as part of a messier and more fluid set of relations. Performers can have extraordinarily intimate, fruitful, and perhaps most importantly, reciprocal relationships with their materials. A move away from the persistent, product-orientated concept of creativity creates space for a more forward-looking model that better appreciates the interwoven threads of musical performance.
ABSTRACT
Musicology's performative turn was formulated in opposition to the disciplinary dominance of music notation in favour of a focus on the creativity of performers. However, scores are a central part of many musicians' creative work, and a complete conception of creativity in performance should take this centrality into account. This article investigates performers' uses of notation, particularly annotation, in both composed and improvised musical practices. Using observational methods, we examine how performers engage with their notations and how this engagement resonates in their creative processes. By approaching the score as a concrete material object rather than a representation of an abstract structure, we move beyond a paradigm that opposes notated permanence to performed and/or improvised transience. Drawing on anthropological work on artistic production, creativity, and improvisation, we propose an understanding of (an)notation as integral to the forms of imagination, creativity, knowledge, interaction, and even improvisation that occur in music-making.
